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Postino 1.6.4 brings Leopard support
Published on 10/29/07
Today, Coladia releases Postino 1.6.4, an upgrade of its RSS reader and podcast player.
This version brings support for MacOS X 10.5 "Leopard" and minor enhancements in the user
interface. Postino is an RSS newsreader sporting an intuitive and elegant interface. It
also contains advanced features such as audio and video podcast management, RSS feed
auto-discovery, search subscription, multi-tabbed web browsing and PostinoLive, a guide
referencing the most popular audio and video podcasts.
Paris, France - October 29, 2007 - Coladia releases Postino 1.6.4, an upgrade of its RSS
reader and podcast player. This version brings support for MacOS X 10.5 "Leopard" and
minor enhancements in the user interface.
Postino is an RSS newsreader sporting an intuitive and elegant interface. It also contains
advanced features such as audio and video podcast management, RSS feed auto-discovery,
search subscription, multi-tabbed web browsing and PostinoLive, a guide referencing the
most popular audio and video podcasts.
Postino is designed to run on any computer running Mac OS X 10.4 "Tiger" or MacOS X 10.5
"Leopard". Postino is shipped as a Universal Binary application and is optimized for both
PowerPC and Intel processors.
Postino is now available for download and is offered at a price of US $18. Postino can be
used for free during a period of 30 days.
Website:
http://www.coladia.com
Product URL:
http://www.coladia.com/postino
Direct Download Link:
http://www.coladia.com/Postino.dmg
Purchase Link:
http://www.coladia.com/Postino.dmg
Screenshot:
http://www.coladia.com/postino/screenshots/Picture%203.png

Coladia was founded in 2005 by experimented developers and is located in Paris, France.
The goal of the company is to create "state of the art" applications using the strength of
MacOS X technologies, such as Cocoa, CoreData, Quick Look, Spotlight and Dashboard.
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